ABSTRACT. Natural resource scientists and managers increasingly recognize traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) for its potential contribution to contemporary natural resource management (NRM) and, through this, to more resilient social-ecological systems. In practice, however, inadequate cross-cultural means to organize and communicate TEK can limit its effective inclusion in management decisions. Indigenous seasonal knowledge involving temporal knowledge of biota, landscapes, weather, seasonal cycles, and their links with culture and land uses is one type of TEK relevant to this issue. We reviewed the literature on Australian Aboriginal seasonal knowledge to characterize contemporary and potential applications to NRM. This knowledge was often documented through cross-cultural collaboration in the form of ecological calendars. Our analysis revealed a variety of basic and applied environmental information in Aboriginal seasonal descriptions and calendars that can contribute directly to NRM. Documented applications have been limited to date, but include fire management, inclusion as general material in NRM plans, and interpretative information about environments. Emerging applications include water management and climate change monitoring. Importantly, seasonal knowledge can also contribute indirectly to NRM outcomes by providing an organizing framework for the recovery, retention, and cross-cultural communication of TEK and linking to its broader cultural and cosmological contexts. We conclude that by facilitating the combination of experiential with experimental knowledge and fostering complementarity of different knowledge systems, Aboriginal seasonal knowledge can increasingly contribute to more resilient social-ecological outcomes in NRM. Nevertheless, the seasonal framework should augment, rather than override, other approaches to cross-cultural NRM such as those with spatial and/or social-ecological emphasis.
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INTRODUCTION

There has been increasing global interest in accounting for different knowledge frameworks in the sustainable management of natural resources (Borrini-Feyerabend et al. 2004, Walker et al. 2004, Bennett and Zurek 2006, Berkes et al. 2006). This includes interdisciplinary research to integrate different branches of Western science (e.g., the social and ecological sciences), but importantly, also involves counterbalancing Western viewpoints with the ecological knowledge of indigenous people (hereafter traditional ecological knowledge [TEK]; Gadgil et al. 1993). From the perspective of environmental management (hereafter natural resource management [NRM]), it is assumed that this will result in more resilient social-ecological systems through the incorporation of a broader information base, consideration of a wider diversity of culturally derived ideals, and elucidation of conflicts and synergies (Holling et al. 2002, Folke et al. 2003, Folke 2004, Walker et al. 2004).

Although it is widely recognized that inclusion of indigenous perspectives and knowledge is needed for more resilient and equitable NRM outcomes, many authors point to a lack of practical methods for achieving this inclusiveness (Usher 2000, Casimirri 2003, Bennett and Zurek 2006, Houde 2007). According to Usher (2000:185), part of this
challenge involves a need for “attention to appropriate methods of organizing and presenting TEK (to nonindigenous people)” for environmental assessment and management. This is especially the case because traditional media of TEK are not readily communicated to outsiders. Knowledge is derived from experience and shared from person to person, encoded in language and artworks (oral, body, and diagrammatic), and not traditionally recorded in written form (Usher 2000, Hill et al. 2004, Hennessey et al. 2007). Further, not unlike specialist facets of Western science, different components of indigenous knowledge often have different owners or keepers, so that a complete body of knowledge is rarely held by any one individual (Usher 2000).

Indigenous seasonal knowledge, involving knowledge of the weather, seasonal cycles of plants and animals, and their links with indigenous culture and land uses, is one form of TEK potentially relevant to NRM (Simpson 1997, Folke et al. 2003, Clarke 2009). Traditionally, indigenous people relied on an intimate knowledge of seasonal patterns to secure an ongoing supply of food, medicines, and other resources. They interpreted the stars, weather, and other physical and biological indicators to predict biological events and signal when to pursue cultural activities (Clarke 2007). For example, in southeast Queensland, string-like processions of hairy caterpillars predicted the clustering of breeding mullet in the waterways (O’Connor 1997); in British Columbia, the call of the Swainson’s thrush (Catharris (Hylocichla) ustulata Nuttal, 1840) indicated that salmonberries (Rubus spectabilis Pursh) would soon be ripe and ready to harvest (Lantz and Turner 2003). When collated over an annual cycle (or longer in variable environments), this type of information forms the basis of indigenous ecological calendars, also known as seasonal calendars (e.g., Fig. 1). These are mostly cross-cultural constructs that, in Australia, have been documented over the past century by anthropologists, ethnobiologists, and Aboriginal people for many different Aboriginal language groups (Clarke 2009). Superficially, they can be viewed as timetables that divide the year into seasons and describe expected conditions and resource availability. A more in-depth view recognizes that indigenous seasonal knowledge comprises organized artisanal knowledge gained through observation and adjustment over timeframes of thousands of years, often strongly linked with an ontology such as that shaped by the “Dreaming” of Australian Aboriginal culture (or Jukurrpa in Western Desert languages; see Myers 1986, Nicholls 2006).

Indigenous ecological calendars differ significantly from the standardized Western or Gregorian calendar. The Gregorian calendar focuses on structural time (Aveni 1989), whereas indigenous concepts were typically built around ecological time (Aveni 1989, Harrison 2007). Although the Western calendar contains seasons and can incorporate place-specific seasonal characteristics, its contemporary use is predominantly as a fixed system of reference that positions us in time and deals particularly with social concerns (Aveni 1989). By contrast, concepts of ecological time that underpin indigenous seasonal knowledge emphasize cyclical processes and are embedded strongly in place and the ecology of that place (Usher 2000). As such, they are intimately linked with activities that drive NRM.

Several recent papers have examined indigenous seasonal knowledge from various perspectives. In a Canadian analysis, Lantz and Turner (2003) emphasized the phenological knowledge it includes; in an Australian study, Clarke (2009) highlighted its cultural and spiritual context. An increasing number of works examine the importance of indigenous knowledge for adaptation to climate change, typically focusing on knowledge regarding impacts, local response strategies, or weather forecasting capacity (e.g., Hennessey et al. 2007, Parry et al. 2007, Salick and Ross 2009, Turner and Clifton 2009, Green and Raygorodetsky 2010, Green et al. 2010). However, the value of indigenous ecological calendars and associated seasonal knowledge for informing NRM more widely has not been systematically assessed. Thus, we reviewed the literature on Australian Aboriginal (hereafter Aboriginal) ecological calendars and indicators to characterize their potential and contemporary application to NRM, and thereby, to evaluate how Aboriginal seasonal knowledge can contribute in practice to building social-ecological resilience as defined by Folke et al. (2003).

METHODS
We synthesized publicly available information from published articles, book chapters, reports, websites, media (including artworks and movies), leaflets, and manuscript collections. To help locate information, we undertook systematic searches of
Fig. 1. A Warlpiri calendar from central Australia showing a representation of traditional seasonal knowledge framed by the 12-month Gregorian calendar. Redrawn from Hoogenraad and Robertson (1997) and used with permission.
the terms: (Aboriginal OR indigenous) AND (season OR calendar OR indicator) on Google, Google Scholar, ISI Web of Knowledge, and the INFORMIT database (http://www.informit.com.au/). The latter incorporates the Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies collection.

We structured our analysis of material pertaining to Aboriginal seasonal knowledge according to a simplification of the TEK classes identified by Usher (2000) and Houde (2007), as outlined in Table 1. First, we explored how seasonal knowledge can contribute directly to the NRM knowledge base by contributing basic knowledge of the environment (our TEK class 1), as well as knowledge of Aboriginal use and management of the environment (our TEK class 2; Table 1). Second, we analyzed how the seasonal framework can contribute indirectly to NRM as a knowledge framework reflecting and communicating broader Aboriginal knowledge systems (our TEK class 3; Table 1). Relevance to principles for building social-ecological resilience developed by Folke et al. (2003), particularly with regard to living with change (evoking disturbance, expecting the unexpected), nurturing diversity through social-ecological memory, and combining different knowledge types, was considered at each of these steps.

We took an Australia-wide perspective (excluding Torres Strait Islands) in our analysis, but recognize that Aboriginal socio-linguistic groups positioned their observations to precise places or wider habitats within their socio-linguistic region. We also acknowledge that Aboriginal groups conceptualized time in multiple, complex dimensions shaped by action, subject, and place (see Munn 1992), which we do not address. Because our analysis was limited to recorded documentation, knowledge encoded in other forms such as language and experience will have been missed. We have given Aboriginal words for plants, animals, and seasons where possible; associated language group names were determined from identifiers in the cited sources and standardized using the AUSTLANG database (http://austlang.aiatsis.gov.au/). Scientific names are in accordance with the Council of Heads of Australasian Herbaria’s Australian plant census (http://www.chah.gov.au/apc) and the Australian Biological Resources Survey’s faunal directory (http://www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/abrs/online-resources/fauna/afd/index.html).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Of the 350–750 Aboriginal language dialects in Australia, our search revealed at least one literature source of seasonal information for 86 dialects. For 10 of these, we found multiple sources with varying degrees of difference in seasonal information, which may represent dialectic variation or uneven ethnographic recording. Aspects of seasonal knowledge identified within the assembled sources ranged from minimal, e.g., one or more words for seasons or a single seasonal indicator, to richly documented descriptions arranged as an ecological calendar in tabular or circular form. These included artistic depictions, scientific identifications of plant and animal species, collections of seasonal indicators, and terms in the local Aboriginal language. In the more complex diagrammatic formats, Aboriginal seasons were usually cross-referenced to approximate Gregorian months (e.g., Hoogenraad and Robertson 1997; Fig. 1).

Seasonal knowledge was recorded from a historical perspective in most of the documents we surveyed, commonly for the purpose of preserving or communicating Aboriginal knowledge for its intrinsic value or future potential application, including NRM (e.g., Wightman 2003). Direct contemporary application of seasonal knowledge to cross-cultural NRM was evident only in a small subset of documents: 15 out of 86 language groups. However, a number of elements of Aboriginal seasonal knowledge with the potential to contribute more widely to NRM, and thus social-ecological resilience, were also evident. Our discussion considers both these contemporary and potential applications.

Basic knowledge of the environment

Basic knowledge of ecological systems includes description of the different components and processes associated with particular ecosystems, their interrelationships, and short- and long-term dynamics. This type of information can contribute to contemporary NRM by describing baseline conditions and establishing a basis from which to monitor, predict, and respond to change (Usher 2000, Folke et al. 2003, Houde 2007). The documents we surveyed portrayed a wide range of basic environmental knowledge elements, with an emphasis on links among physical phenomena such as astronomy, weather, and landscape, and biological phenomena such as plants and animals.
Table 1. Adaptation of traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) classification systems as used to structure our review. Numbering refers to the class numbers used by the authors indicated and by us. Classes from Usher (2000), Houde (2007), and our classification are grouped together in rows to indicate their approximate alignment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEK class (Usher 2000)</th>
<th>TEK class (Houde 2007)</th>
<th>TEK class (this review)</th>
<th>Aboriginal seasonal knowledge attributes discussed in this review</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Direct application to natural resource management</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1. Basic knowledge of the environment | 1. Factual observations | 1. Basic knowledge of the environment | • Abiotic (astronomical, weather, landscape)  
• Biotic (plant, animal)  
• Links through indicators |
| 2. Knowledge of Aboriginal use of the environment in the present and past | 2. Management systems  
3. Past and current land uses | 2. Knowledge of Aboriginal use and management of the environment | • Resource use  
• Fire management  
• Spatio-temporal variation in hunting and gathering  
• Responding to multi-year variations in biotic and abiotic environments |
| **Indirect application to natural resource management** |
| 3. Values and ideals | 4. Ethics and values | 3. Knowledge frameworks | • Not explicitly considered in this review |
| 4. Knowledge systems | 5. Culture and identity  
6. Cosmology | | • Seasonal frameworks as a vehicle for knowledge recovery, retention, communication, and application  
• Links among seasonal environment, cultural practice, and spiritual belief emphasizing the context of TEK  
• Holistic nature of indigenous natural resource management reflecting broader cosmology |

These included reference to at least 12 different astronomical indicators, including the “Emu” (dark dust clouds near the Southern Cross) and Pleiades (Seven Sisters) as the most commonly mentioned constellations. They were linked with broad seasonal shifts (Fig. 2; Walsh 1990, 2008, Andrews 2004, Norris and Norris 2009) and to particular biological events such as the whelping of dingo pups in the Western Desert (reappearance of Pleiades at dusk; Simpson 1997, Norris and Norris 2009) and the time that Emu lay their eggs in southeastern and southwestern Australia (position of the Emu constellation; Norris and Norris 2009, O’Connor and Prober 2010). A range of other astronomical indicators provide basic biological and weather knowledge (Clarke 2009, Norris and Norris 2009, Green et al. 2010; Museum Victoria, Seven seasons of the Kulin people: http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/climate/kulin.html). For example, the appearance of the constellation Lyra in March signaled when Mallee fowl (Leipoa ocellata Gould, 1840), an iconic and declining bird of southern Australia, were about to build their nests; the disappearance of Lyra in October indicated when they were laying their eggs (Norris and Norris 2009). Similarly, in southern Victoria Gurrbora (koala, Phascolarctos cinereus Goldfuss, 1817) are recorded as beginning to mate at the time the star Arcturus is seen on the northwestern horizon soon after sunset (Museum Victoria, Seven seasons of the Kulin people: http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/climate/kulin.html; language group Woiwurrung).
The sun and moon were rarely referred to in the calendars we surveyed, but it is well established that they played a role in Aboriginal daily life and mythology (Dodd and McKelson 2007, Clarke 2009). For example, the sun’s east–west movement helped to reference the prevailing wind directions (Clarke 2009), and the Nyangumarta of northwestern Australia traditionally used moon and sun phases to distinguish time periods at relatively short temporal scales (months and days; Dodd and McKelson 2007). In a more predictive sense, observations of the moon by elderly Yaraldi men of western Victoria indicated whether roaring equinoctial gales would soon recede (Berndt et al. 1993). We found no evidence for application of these temporal concepts to contemporary NRM.

In most documents, seasonal weather conditions were described in general terms translated as hot, cold, wet, or other named periods. More detailed weather characteristics, e.g., frost, wind direction, or cloud patterns, were also reported and sometimes related directly to biological events. For example, the dramatic “morning glory” clouds of the Gulf of Carpentaria were associated with the arrival of fruit bats, Rainbow Parrot (presumably Trichoglossus haematodus rubritorquis Linnaeus, 1771), and Torres Strait Pigeon (Ducula bicolor Scopoli, 1786; Bradley et al. 1989 in Simpson 1997, Baker 1993); cold southeast winds in northwestern Australia indicated to the Nyangumarta when the threadfin (Polydactylus sp.) and bluenose salmon (Eleutheronema tetratactylum Shaw, 1804) were running (Dodd and McKelson 2007).

Basic biological information about plants transmitted through ecological calendars most commonly included their regional presence and the seasons of their flowering, fruit ripening, tuber maturity, greening, and/or senescence. More specific phenological and spatial information was also encoded. For example, flower and nectar production in Banksia dentata L.f. in the northern Queensland ranges was specifically indicated by the position of the constellation Orion (Clarke 2009). Occasionally, more complex references provided other basic information on plant ecology, such as river dispersal of fruits of the red wabuwabu (an unspecified native cherry), recorded in the Kuku-Yalanji calendar (Anderson 1985).

Weather, plant flowering events, and other seasonal indicators often pointed to the condition, breeding status, or arrival of terrestrial or marine fauna. Examples of seasonal faunal activity indicated include mass movement of fish up rivers (Anderson 1985, Hill et al. 2004), egg laying by crocodiles (Bureau of Meteorology 2009a), breeding of bundjil (Wedge-tailed Eagle, Aquila audax Latham, 1802; Museum Victoria, Seven seasons of the Kulin people: http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/climate/kulin.html; language group Woiwurrung), and the descending of Brush Turkey (Alectura lathami J. E. Gray, 1831) from ranges to feed (Hill et al. 2004). A multitude of more detailed behavioral information about fauna has also been recorded, such as turtles feeding on blue marine jellyfish (Baker 1993), chirruping of yurata-yurata (tetigonid crickets; Walsh 2008; language group Martu Wangka; Fig. 2), seed-eating birds moving south (Foreign Affairs and Trade 1997), or juwogban (Rain Bird, Eudynamys scolopaceus Linnaeus, 1758) “calling out” when buda (Vitex glabrata R. Br.) fruit is ripe (Bureau of Meteorology 2009a; language group Wardaman).

Although the calendars we surveyed contained abundant baseline seasonal knowledge, we found few documented examples of direct application of this knowledge to enhancing environmental management and resilience. Walsh (2008), however, suggested that seasonal information would be useful for refining the timing of biological surveys (see also Dowsley 2009 for an Inuit example), and other authors have noted its applicability to environmental impact assessments (Usher 2000). A more common use was the inclusion of an ecological calendar within the background section of NRM plans, providing an alternative ecological context or “social-ecological memory” (Folke et al. 2003) to increase the diversity of knowledge informing management decisions (e.g., Green 1988, Moore 2007, Smyth 2007, unpublished manuscript) Ballardong NRM Working Group http://www.wheatbeltnrm.org.au/resources/ballardong_noongar_budjar.pdf.

An emerging application of baseline Aboriginal seasonal knowledge is its relevance to climate change research and adaptation (Green et al. 2010, O’Connor and Prober 2010). Phenological records, dating back hundreds of years (e.g., over 1300 years of Japanese cherry blossom flowering records; Cleland et al. 2007), provided some of the earliest indications of climate change in the northern hemisphere (e.g., Lantz and Turner 2003, Parmesan 2006, Cleland et al. 2007, Lawrence 2009). In Australia, such written records are rarely available;
however, basic ecological knowledge inherent in long-standing Aboriginal seasonal indicators could provide an alternative. In particular, once-reliable seasonal indicators could become uncoupled in an altered climate, especially where climate-independent astronomical features indicate climate-dependent biological events. Aboriginal seasonal indicators have not yet been widely applied to climate adaptation in Australia, but O’Connor and Prober (2010) recently documented a seasonal calendar for the Ngadju people in southwestern Australia toward this goal. Internationally, seasonal knowledge is also increasingly related to climate change (e.g., Orlove et al. 2000, Parry et al. 2007, Salick and Ross 2009, Turner and Clifton 2009). In northern Australia, it has been used to infer implications of climate change for human health (e.g., Cheng et al. 2008).

**Knowledge of Aboriginal use and management of the environment**

In addition to offering baseline environmental data, Aboriginal seasonal knowledge reflects traditional Aboriginal land and sea use and management
Aboriginal management regimes typically aimed to maintain the abundance and diversity of food and other resources within the environment and fulfilled goals such as cleaning (burning) the country to make lands accessible (Russell-Smith et al. 1997, Walsh 2008). Given that local biota have evolved under Aboriginal management regimes over thousands of years, emulating or learning from these regimes should contribute to viable resource use, biodiversity conservation, and resilience of natural ecosystems in a contemporary context (e.g., Humphries 2007).

Knowledge regarding traditional management was the most common type of Aboriginal seasonal knowledge directly applied to contemporary NRM in the documents we surveyed. The most frequent application was to fire management in ecosystems of northern Australia (Lewis 1989, Lucas et al. 1997, Russell-Smith et al. 1997, Hill and Baird 2003, Bowman et al. 2004, Walsh et al. 2004), relevant to the concept of evoking disturbance as one of a sequence of practices that generate resilience (Folke et al. 2003). In these cases, calendar and seasonal information contributed to management assessments in conjunction with other types of Aboriginal fire knowledge, including spatially based, species-based, or ecosystem-based information. For example, the Kimberley Fire Management project documented an ecological calendar, a history line, and a land map with the Ngarrinyin people as a basis to address concerns regarding the consequences of intensified fire regimes (Walsh et al. 2004). Aboriginal seasonal knowledge has also been applied to management of fresh water through similar mixed approaches, especially in northern Australia (e.g., Yu 2000, Jackson and O’Leary 2006, Woodward 2009).

Indigenous management associated with traditional resource use around the world has typically been regulated by customary rules and prescriptions that indicate the seasonal timing, frequency, intensity, and long-term patterning of usage (Anderson 2005), with the underlying role of sustaining a resilient and diverse resource base (Folke et al. 2003). Aboriginal prescriptions can be relevant to current harvest practices in Australia, including small-scale commercial harvest of wild bush foods and medicines such as kákadu plum (Terminalia ferdinandiana Exell), desert raisin (Solanum centrale J. M. Black), Acacia spp., and animal species (Gorman et al. 2006, Walsh and Douglas 2009), as well as broader commercial or recreational harvest of native species, especially marine foods.

Ecological calendars typically informed the seasonal component of these prescriptions by providing indicators of expected or suitable times for harvest, e.g., freshwater mussel "nice and fat" (Kuku-Yalanji in northeastern Queensland; Hill et al. 2004), or by highlighting vulnerable stages of life history (Gadgil et al. 1993). For example, yellow flowers of the mountain shrub bum gar indicated to Yugambeh people of southeastern Queensland that local cod species were out of bounds for fishing because it was their breeding time (O’Connor 1997). Additionally, ecological calendars provide an overview of the diversity of species traditionally used and may describe or imply other measures taken to maintain a sustainable resource. For example, seasonal descriptions from northern Queensland (Birkin et al. 1988; language group Winduwinda) noted that Uningan people were careful to ensure ongoing food supplies by replanting seed tubers of plants such as ‘aanj (arrowroot, Tacca leontopetaloides [L.] Kuntze).

Seasonal knowledge also contributes to spatio-temporal approaches to sustainable resource use such as rotation of traditional grazing by herdsmen in Africa and rotation of hunting and fishing grounds by Amerindians (Gadgil et al. 1993). In the Australian seasonal literature, we found few references to planned rotational harvests, but Birkin et al. (1988) emphasized how the Uningan moved to new locations before they seriously depleted a resource to maintain the long-term productivity of an area. Another spatio-temporal application involved the Wiradjuri of northeastern Victoria, who burned selected areas of the plains during weetit, the season matching the western autumn (Kneebone 1993). As well as encouraging fresh grass for the following spring, this may have forced animals into the foothills, ensuring a food supply near winter campsites (Kneebone 1993).

Application of seasonal knowledge to contemporary resource harvesting was only occasionally explicit in the Australian documents we surveyed. One example noted that even in the 2000s, fishermen used the flowering of the Coast tea-tree (Leptospermum laevigatum [Gaertn.] F. Muell.) to mark the entry of snapper into Port Phillip Bay in Victoria (see seasonal calendars for the Melbourne area, compiled by B. Gott: http://home.vicnet.net.au/~herring/seasons.htm). The Balkanu Cape York
Development Corporation (2004) emphasized the value of seasonal knowledge for application to contemporary management issues such as fish spawning closures. At a more general level, Smyth (2007) included Aboriginal seasonal knowledge in a review of Aboriginal use of the northwest sea country, toward development of the North West Marine Bioregional Plan.

While we have highlighted basic and applied elements of Aboriginal seasonal knowledge of potential value to NRM, we emphasize that the information content of recorded calendars was highly variable and often cursory (as noted also by Hoogenraad and Robertson 1997). For example, the number of distinct seasonal indicators we extracted from each calendar varied from zero to eleven. It was often difficult to determine the scientific names of plants and animals, and in many cases, groups of events were listed within a season without clarification of their sequence or importance as indicators. This variability partly reflects the different purposes for documenting these calendars. With an increasing shift from historical or educational goals toward the practical application of TEK, it is likely that more detailed ecological information could be incorporated into the calendar framework. For example, when we emphasized to Ngadju people of southwestern Australia the potential value of astronomical indicators for indicating effects of climate change, they shared astronomical information sufficiently specific for application to long-term monitoring; e.g., female jula (Emu, Dromaius novaehollandiae, 1790) begin laying eggs when the Seven Sisters are in the northwestern sky just after sundown (O’Connor and Prober 2010). We acknowledge, however, that traditional astronomical and other seasonal knowledge can be culturally sensitive; attempts to apply TEK to broader environmental management should identify and respect such sensitivities.

Further, the validity of information recorded in ecological calendars becomes increasingly important if it is to be applied to NRM; greater collaboration with Aboriginal knowledge holders to ensure accurate documentation is warranted. In our field experience, there is preliminary evidence that the seasonal ecological knowledge of Aboriginal groups, even in the Western Desert, has been severely fragmented, lost, or displaced by Western temporal constructs. For example, we observed Aboriginal school children who first named spring, summer, autumn, and winter, rather than local seasonal periods. These changes both constrain the direct application of local knowledge to NRM and underscore the urgency of TEK intergenerational transfer, recording, and repatriation.

Finally, while usually documented with a focus on annual cycles, seasonal knowledge is also relevant to longer-term cycles and interannual variability. This is especially the case in arid regions, where rainfall variability is the major driver of biological productivity (Morton et al. 2011) and substantially influenced customary resource use and activity (Latz 1995, Hoogenraad and Robertson 1997). Walsh (2008) emphasizes that circular calendars can be misleading because of these strong temporal variations and suggests their use in conjunction with longer-term linear calendars (e.g., Fig. 2). Decadal and longer-term seasonal information is typically poorly recorded (but see Museum Victoria, Seven seasons of the Kulin people: http://museumvictoria.com.au/forest/climate/kulin.html), and its broader inclusion in records of seasonal knowledge would be valuable for enhancing our capacity to live with change and uncertainty (Folke et al. 2003).

**Ecological calendars as knowledge frameworks**

Houde (2007) stresses that current approaches to involving indigenous people in contemporary NRM too often equate TEK with “a collection of data about the environment” and fail to acknowledge “the value system and cosmological context within which this traditional knowledge was generated.” We argue that as well as providing such data, Aboriginal seasonal constructs offer a tool to organize this information and highlight these broader cultural and cosmological contexts, in turn, potentially facilitating a more holistic understanding and application of TEK in NRM.

First, through their temporal structure, calendars offer a framework to organize and communicate TEK within and across cultures. In the early stages of co-management, reconstruction of ecological calendars is a useful focus for facilitating knowledge collation and documentation within Aboriginal communities (e.g., Walsh and Mitchell 2002). For example, Woodward (2009) compiled an ecological calendar as a first step in a project on water management in the Northern Territory to record knowledge in an integrated framework and contribute to the local community by facilitating transfer of their knowledge from generation to
Hot season (rising at dusk in September), but was associated with female Ancestors who were considered to control the weather (Clarke 2009). Similarly, for the Karajarri of northwestern Australia, the rain birds kitirr (Fork-tailed Swift, Apus pacificus Latham, 1802) and wiyurr (Barn Swallow, Hirundo rustica Linnaeus, 1758) were seen not only to indicate the imminent occurrence of rain, but to “pull in the rain” (Yu 2000; language group Karajarri). An ecological calendar that encapsulates some of these stories and linkages is one potential means to interconnect the cultural and cosmological context of TEK.

Third, well-documented Aboriginal ecological calendars can be viewed as integrated, albeit simplistic, representations of indigenous NRM that offer some steps toward elucidating advantages of indigenous over Western NRM models (Usher 2000, Houde 2007; Table 1). In particular, links with Aboriginal customary livelihoods, culture, and spirituality help to emphasize the holistic nature of Aboriginal NRM, developed over thousands of years of adaptive management within a worldview that stresses respect for natural resources (Gadgil et al. 1993, Aiikenhead and Ogawa 2007). This contrasts with NRM models built on Western science that traditionally focus on reductionist explanations and are accompanied by a worldview that sees humans as separate from and above the natural world (Gadgil et al. 1993, Aiikenhead and Ogawa 2007). Reductionism has helped in manipulating and understanding simpler systems, but is less effective for managing complex social-ecological systems (Folke et al. 2003, Gadgil et al. 1993). Emerging Western models of NRM such as those that incorporate concepts of sustainable development (Sayer and Campbell 2004, International Union for Conservation of Nature 2006) or social-ecological resilience (Folke et al. 2003, Walker et al. 2004) show greater similarity with holistic attributes of indigenous NRM through their attempts to integrate the social, economic, and environmental domains. As these Western models are still in their early development, learning from long-established indigenous NRM may help to embed these concepts.

As a final note, we emphasize that while our discussion has focused on seasonal frameworks, we do not imply that these should override other potential frameworks for fostering complementarity of different knowledge systems in NRM (Folke et al. 2003). Aboriginal livelihoods will always be...
strongly connected to land and resource tenure, which in turn are linked intrinsically with environmental knowledge of country through the agency of mythology. This includes paths or “songlines” travelled by ancestral beings (Baker 1993); many songlines encode environmental knowledge (e.g., Newsome 1980). Spatial approaches such as land maps are thus likely to be equally important for helping to convey TEK in its broader context. Social-ecological relationships to land and resource species as mediated through kinship networks represent another conceptual construct by which Aboriginal people organized their ecological knowledge (Warnayaka Art Centre and Glowczewski 2000).

CONCLUSIONS

We have argued that Aboriginal seasonal knowledge offers specific data relevant to NRM and provides a temporal framework for expressing Aboriginal resource management in its broader context. These attributes engender greater social-ecological resilience in NRM because they facilitate Aboriginal knowledge recovery, retention, transfer, and application; connect with the cultural and cosmological context of TEK; and emphasize the holistic nature of Aboriginal NRM practice. However, seasonal frameworks should augment, rather than override, other approaches, such as those with a spatial emphasis, in fostering complementarity of knowledge systems in NRM.

We found that seasonal knowledge is not yet well embedded in NRM and recommend investigation of how its applications might be improved. Currently, there is a shortage of geographically focused case studies that document seasonal knowledge in sufficient detail to inform NRM. More targeted collection of seasonal information toward both TEK documentation and NRM outcomes, including climate change detection, monitoring, and adaptation, could contribute to improved application. Development of alternative graphic representations, beyond circular calendars and consistent with Aboriginal conceptual constructs for encoding knowledge, would also be valuable. In particular, increasing emphasis on long-term cycles and interannual variability could be particularly informative for achieving resilient social-ecological outcomes.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol16/iss2/art12/responses/
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